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Abstract

This paper describes the continuous time modelling of the heat dynamics of a building. The considered building is a residential like
test house divided into two test rooms with a water based central heating. Each test room is divided into thermal zones in order to
describe both short and long term variations. Besides modelling the heat transfer between thermal zones, attention is put on modelling the
heat input from radiators and solar radiation. The applied modelling procedure is based on collected building performance data and
statistical methods. The statistical methods are used in parameter estimation and model validation, while physical knowledge is used in
forming the model structure. The suggested lumped parameter model is thus based on thermodynamics and formulated as a system of
stochastic differential equations. Due to the continuous time formulation the parameters of the model are directly physical interpretable.
Finally, the prediction and simulation performance of the model is illustrated. q 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The use of models for the heat dynamics in a building is a perceptive and practicable method to reduce the energy
consumption and to improve the thermal comfort. A model can serve as a useful tool in, e.g., selecting insulation materials,
analyzing control strategies or in the design of a suitable heating system. Along with the varieties of applications, two
different modelling procedures may be used. The traditional approach is to use knowledge of the physical building
characteristics and models of subprocesses and by those means achieve a deterministic model. An alternative method is to
use building performance data and statistical methods.

Ž w x.Various deterministic approaches are described in the literature see e.g., Ref. 1 while the literature on statistical
w xapproaches is less. A statistical approach, the grey box modelling method, is applied by Ref. 2 in order to derive a total

model for the heat dynamics of a building with a single test room. The proposed model is formulated as a system of
Ž .stochastic differential equations and a maximum likelihood ML method is used for estimation of the parameters in the

w xcontinuous-time model, based on discrete-time building performance data. As argued in Ref. 2 there are in particular two
main differences between the grey box modelling approach and the traditional deterministic approach. Firstly, while the
traditional approach uses knowledge about the physical characteristics only, the grey box model structure can be identified
using both knowledge about the physical characteristics of the building and information from building performance data.
Secondly, while the traditional approach is kept in a deterministic framework, the grey box approach is kept in a stochastic
framework. Hereby statistical methods can be applied in identifying a suitable parameterization. This is often a very
difficult task using the traditional approach.

In this paper, the grey box modelling method is applied. The attention is focused on modelling the heat dynamics of the
indoor air temperature in a residential like building when excited by various heat inputs, such as solar radiation and heat
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from radiators. The building considered is a low energy test building from where building performance data from a planed
w xexperiment is used. The modelling task is extended compared to the model presented in Ref. 2 . It consists of modelling the

heat dynamics in various rooms of the test building, each differently affected by solar radiation. Furthermore, the power
w xfrom the radiators is not known completely and has to be modelled as well. As in Ref. 2 , the test house is not inhabited.

The grey box modelling method, introduced in Section 2, is used since both information from the physics as well as
information from the data can be used in determining a reasonable parameterization. The test building is described in
Section 3 followed by a description of the building performance data in Section 4. Using this information, a total model is
presented in Section 5. The model is formulated in continuous time, in terms of stochastic differential equations. The
continuous-time formulation ensures that the parameters of the model are directly physical interpretable, while the stochastic
frame work permits a description of the accuracy of the model. Statistical methods are used to identify, estimate and
validate the suggested model. The results are presented in Section 6, and finally, a conclusion with discussion is given.

2. The modelling approach

In this section the applied modelling approach is introduced. The modelling procedure may be described by a flowchart,
sketched in Fig. 1. It consists of three stages: identification, estimation and validation. The loop continues until an adequate
parameterization of the model is found. In the following each stage will be further discussed.

2.1. Identifying the model structure

The first step in the modelling procedure is to select a model structure. Both information from physics and information
from measurements are used to identify a suitable model parameterization. The most important variables can be recognized,
and insight of the most important dynamics can be achieved by examination of measurements from the system. To model
the impact from the assumingly most important variables, well known thermodynamic relationships are used, and
formulated in terms of a system of ordinary differential equations

d X s f X ,U ,u ,t d t , 1Ž . Ž .t t t

where X gRnx is a vector of system states and the vector U gRnu contains the known inputs. Finally, ugRnp is at t
Ž .vector of parameters. The lumped model Eq. 1 provides a deterministic description of the evolution in time of the states of

Ž .the system. It is obvious that any description of the form Eq. 1 gives only an approximation of the evolution of the true
Ž .system. In order to use Eq. 1 as the foundation for a description of the true variation of the states a stochastic term is

Ž .included in Eq. 1 leading to the following system of stochastic differential equation

d X s f X ,U ,u ,t d tqG u ,t dW , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .t t t t

Ž .where W is a standard Wiener process and G u ,t is a function describing how the disturbance is entering the system.t
Ž . w x Ž .There are several reasons for introducing a noise term in Eq. 1 , referring to Ref. 3 : 1 Modelling approximations. The

Ž . Ž .system described by Eq. 1 might be an approximation to the true system. 2 Unrecognized and unmodelled inputs may
Ž .affect the evolution of the states. 3 Measurements of the input are noise-corrupted. For a discussion on the application of

Ž w x.stochastic differential equations in physics see Ref. 4 .

Fig. 1. The modelling procedure.
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2.2. Applied estimation method

Having measured some function of the state variables, a state space representation can be formulated

d X s f X ,U ,u ,t d tqG u ,t dW 3Ž . Ž . Ž .t t t t

Y sh X ,U ,u,t qe 4Ž . Ž .t t t t

Ž .where Y is a vector of the actually observed variables at the test building. Eq. 3 is a continuous-time system equation andt
Ž .Eq. 4 is the discrete time observation equation. The function h describes the relationship between the state variables X t

and the measurements Y gRny. e gRny is a vector describing the measurement noise which is assumed to be Gaussiant t

distributed. The parameter vector u contains the equivalent thermal components, i.e., capacitances, resistances, and is
w x w xestimated by a ML method. Descriptions of the ML method can be found in Refs. 5,6 . The software package Ref. 5 ,

using the ML method, is used in estimating the parameter vector u . Later on in the paper examples of a state space
description will be illustrated.

2.3. Model Õalidation

In the same manner as both building characteristics and information from data are used in identifying the model
structure, the same information is used in validating the model. Since the model parameters are directly physical
interpretable the behavior of the model should agree with the characteristics of the system, i.e., the estimated parameter

ˆvector u should be close to the expected value. Simultaneously, the model should be able to predict the system with a
reasonable accuracy. However, it is difficult to determine the goodness of fit using this criteria only. Therefore, various
statistical tests are applied in validating the model, such as residual analysis, test for model order and parameter
significance. In the modelling procedure information from the model validation is a useful tool in improving the model
performance. If the model validation indicates an inadequate model performance, information from the model validation can
indicate how to improve the model structure, as shown in Fig. 1, etc.

3. The test building

This section yields a description of the test building and its heating system. The purpose is to emphasize on the most
important building characteristics and the influence from the heating system. This information is used in selecting a model
structure for the heat dynamics in the test house. A more detailed description of the test building, the experimental design

w xand the experiment can be found in Ref. 7 .
Ž .The test building is located at the Technical University of Denmark DTU , near Copenhagen, and was built around

1980. The term low energy refers to the nominal heat consumption, which is about 2.5 kW at y128C outside and 208C
w xinside, i.e., a nominal heat loss of ;78 Wr8C 8 . The test building is a single-storeyed building with a non-ventilated

crawl space and a roof space used as an office. The ground floor conforms a test area of 120 m2 and is divided into three
rooms, as sketched in Fig. 2. The test rooms, A and A , are used as test zones. The rooms are almost symmetrical ands n

conforms each an area of 30 m2. Test room A has 3.6 m2 window area facing south while test room A has 1.9 m2
s n

window area facing north. Room B is 60 m2 and is used as a control zone. It contains some of the equipment for the
experiment. All the windows in the control room are shield from solar radiation. The ceiling and the outer walls of the test
building are light sandwich constructions based on a masonite beam insulated with 300 mm mineral wool, while the walls
separating the rooms are insulated with 95 mm mineral wool. The floor in each room are layer constructions which makes
the building thermal heavy and the use of insulation makes the building extremely tight. A water based central heating
system is used for the heat supply. It consists of a heating unit, HU, placed in room B, and a radiator in each of the test

Fig. 2. A sketch of the test building and its interior.
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rooms. The two radiators are identical with a nominal power of 395 W. The flow in each radiator is controlled by a
thermostatic valve. An additional heat input is placed in room A , denoted EC. The EC-unit is remote controlled, a 0–5 Vn

w xonroff signal controls an electrical onroff heat input of 0 or 150 W governed by a PRBS 9 . The idea of the EC is to
w xcompensate for the sparse solar radiation on the northern side of the test building 8 . Finally, the data acquisition system

Ž .PC performs measurements of pressure, flow, temperature, light sensors, and consists of converter equipment and a
computer, which is used to store the measured data obtained from experiments.

4. The data

In this section the dynamics of the most important variables will be discussed. The aim is to use this information in
identifying the model structure. The experiment was carried out in the period 22 November–19 December 1996, and

w xdiscussed in Ref. 7 . Measurements from this experiment are used in the modelling procedure. The following variables
were measured at a frequency of 0.1 Hz:

w xT 8C indoor air temperaturei
w xT 8C outdoor air temperatureu

2w xI Wrm solar radiation
w xT 8C supply temperature to radiators
w xT 8C return temperature from radiatorr

w xq lrh flow in radiator

The air temperatures were measured at several points in each of the three rooms, while the outdoor temperature and the
solar radiation were measured on the southern and northern side of the test building. Finally, the supply and return
temperatures as well as the flow were measured at the radiator in each test room. Measurements of the air temperatures are
plotted in Fig. 3. Considering these time series, the dynamics of the air temperatures in the three rooms are excited quite
differently. This is as planed due to the experimental design, which has been performed to obtain the most informative data
w x7 . In order to excite the system, the experiment is started while the temperature in the building is low, i.e., the heating
system has been shut down for a while in advance. The temperatures move towards a stationary temperature in the test
rooms, due to the different heat inputs. The stationary temperature is determined by the set points of thermostatic valves,
controlling the flow in the radiators. In the control room, B, the temperature T is increasing slowly. The main heat input tob

the control room is probably the heat loss from the heating unit and the conductive heat transfer from the test rooms. Since
the test building is extremely tight, this explains the slow increment of the temperature. The solar radiation and the radiator
flows, depicted in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, affect the dynamics of the test room temperatures very differently. In the
southern test room, A , the air temperature T is increasing rapidly when the solar radiation is high. Due to the thermostatics s

valve, the flow of water in the radiator q is reduced each time the solar radiation is high. Hence, the radiator flow and thes

solar radiation are strongly correlated. On the northern side of the test building the measured solar radiation I is severelyn

Fig. 3. Measured temperatures from an experiment at the test building. The indexes are as follows: s denotes south, n north and b the control room.
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Fig. 4. Measurements of solar radiator.

limited compared to the radiation on the southern side of the test building. Only a part of the diffuse solar radiation is
Ž .measured on the northern side. The power from the EC-unit 150 W is the main heat input for the northern test room A ,n

and only a very little flow, q , is required to maintain a stationary temperature. Thus, the main heat inputs and hereby then

excitation of the test rooms temperatures are different. The main heat source in the northern test room is the EC-unit while
the main heat source in the southern test room is the solar radiation and the power from the radiator.

5. Formulation of a model

In this section the formulation of a linear model for the variations of the test room air temperatures is proposed. The
Ž .following items are considered important: 1 The model should be able to describe all the dynamics of interest in the room

Ž .air temperatures, including the impact from the solar radiation and the radiator power. 2 The model should be formulated
Ž .in continuous time in order to have parameters which are physical interpretable. 3 The model order should be as low as

possible.

Fig. 5. Measurements of radiator flow.
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Fig. 6. The heat output from the EC-unit and the temperature in the northern test room.

Besides the information from the measurements in Figs. 3–5, additionally, information from the measurements is
obtained. In Fig. 6 the output from the EC-unit and the temperature T in the northern test room, A , is shown. Consideringn n

the variations in the room air temperature, both a quick response after the input is shifted and a more persistent response are
recognized. This indicates that at least two time constants are required for describing the short-term and the long-term
variations of the room air temperatures in each test room, i.e., a second order model. In order to model both the short-term
and the long-term variations, the heat dynamics of the room air and of the thermal heavy constructions are considered. This

w xapproached is described in Ref. 2 and it is found useful if the short-term variations of the room air temperature are
important, as for instance when controllers containing a feedback from the room air temperature are considered. While the
information from the data indicates that at least a second order model is required, the attention is turned towards the test
building. The goal is to obtain some equations describing the heat dynamics of the room air and the thermal heavy
constructions, which in this particular case is the floor. Hereby, each test room are regarded as two different thermal zones,
the air and the floor. The heat equations for each zone are formed by considering the heat transfer, i.e., conduction,
convection and radiation, that is assumed to have greatest influence on the heat dynamics in the test building. As argued in
Section 4, it is assumed that the most important heat transfer that influences on the room air temperature are heat input from
solar radiation, the EC-unit, the radiators and conductive heat transfer through the walls and floor in each room, as sketched
in Fig. 7. Similarly, the most important heat transfer that directly affects the temperature of the floor are assumed to be heat
input from solar radiation and conductive heat transfer from the room air. Taking the model approximations into account,

Žneglecting further heat transfer, the heat dynamics can be expressed as a system of ordinary differential equations see e.g.,
w x.Ref. 10

d Heat storedŽ .
sÝPower inyÝPower out 5Ž .

d t
dTi

´C sÝF yÝF , 6Ž .i in outd t
w Ž .x Ž . Ž .where C Jr K 8C denotes heat capacity, T denotes temperature 8C and F W the heat transfer that is appraised to

influence on the heat dynamics. To derive a parameterization for F , well known deterministic expressions for convective,
conductive and radiate heat transfer are applied. The conductive heat transfer through the walls and floor are modelled by a
simple first order differential equation

dT
C sF sB T yT , 7Ž .Ž .w w j id t

Ž . Ž .where B Wr8C is the thermal conductivity for a specific wall or floor w, and T 8C and T are the temperatures at eachw i j
Ž .side of the wall or floor. When using Eq. 7 it is assumed, that the heat transfer is one-dimensional. The assumed heat

conduction is sketched in Fig. 8. The heat conduction between the air and the floor is sketched in Fig. 9. Note that only the

Fig. 7. A sketch of the heat transfer in the test house. The arrows symbolize the heat transfer that is assumed to be most important for the heat dynamics.
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Fig. 8. Model approximations for the conductive heat transfer through a wall.

heat capacity of the floor and the air are modelled. Since the walls of the test building are light, it is assumed that the heat
capacities of the walls can be neglected. Hence, the heat capacities of the walls are included in the ‘heat capacity of the air’,
and only the thermal resistance of the walls are modelled.

Ž .To model the transmitted power from solar radiation, F W , the following relationship is useds

F s IA , 8Ž .s e

Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž .where A m denotes an effective window area and I Wrm is the measured solar radiation. In Eq. 8 it is expectede

that A for the considered building will be about 60% of the measured window size, since only a fraction of the solare

radiation will be transmitted to the inside of the test building. The remaining part will be reflected andror absorbed by the
w xwindow 11 . Furthermore, it is assumed, that both the air temperature and the floor temperature are affected by the solar

Ž .radiator, i.e., a fraction p of the solar radiation F is transmitted directly to the floor while the remaining part, 1yp , wills

directly heat the air. Hereby, the input from solar radiation is modelled as

F s 1yp IA F spIA . 9Ž . Ž .s ,air e s ,floor e

Ž .Now, Eq. 5 can be used to describe the heat dynamics for the temperature of the air and floor in a single test room,
respectively,

dTi
C s B T yT qB T yT q 1yp F qF qF 10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýi w j i a a i s r ECd t walls

dTa
C sB T yT qpF 11Ž . Ž .a a i a sd t

Ž .In Eq. 10 the power from the radiators is denoted F . The heat output from the EC-unit is known quite well, and is notr
Ž w x.modelled. In the following different models for F will be suggested. A simple model see e.g., Ref. 12 is given byr

F sc r q T yT , 12Ž . Ž .r p f r

Ž . Ž 3.where c WrK is the specific heat capacity of the water in the radiator, r kgrm is the mass density of the water, qp
Ž 3 . Ž . Ž .m rs is the flow and T and T 8C is the supply and return water temperature. Eq. 12 simply states that the power fromf r

the radiators is equal to the change in energy of the water, when it runs through the radiator. Another simple model is given
by

dQ T qTf r
scT where T s yT , 13Ž .d d id t 2

Ž . w xwhere c is a constant. Eq. 13 is reported to be useful in situations where the flow is not too varying 13 .

Fig. 9. The conductive heat transfer between the air and the floor.
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Ž w x.If it is important to model the dynamics of the radiator as well, the following first order equation see e.g., Ref. 14 can
be used

dTrad n
C sc r q T yT yB T yT , 14Ž . Ž . Ž .r p f r r rad ld t

w x Ž . Ž .where T is the mean temperature of radiator surface and n is the radiator exponent 7 . When using Eq. 12 or Eq. 13 torad
Ž . Ž . Ž .model the radiator power each test room is modelled by two differential equations, as in Eqs. 10 and 11 . Using Eq. 14

Ž . Ž .implies three equations for each room. Thus, using the radiator model Eq. 12 or Eq. 13 a model for the heat dynamics of
the test building can be formulated

dTi ,s
C sB T yT qB T yT qB T yT qB T yT qF qA 1yp I 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i ,s u ,s u ,s i ,s b b i ,s n i ,n i ,s a ,s a ,s i ,s r ,s e ,s s sd t

dTa ,s
C sB T yT qp A I 16Ž . Ž .a ,s a ,s i ,s a ,s s e ,s sd t

dTi ,n
C sB T yT qB T yT qB T yT qB T yT qF qF qA 1yp I 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i ,n u ,n u ,n i ,n b b i ,n n i ,s i ,n a ,n a ,n i ,n r ,n EC e ,n n nd t

dTa ,n
C sB T yT qp A I 18Ž . Ž .a ,n a ,n i ,n a ,n n e ,n nd t

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The parameters in Eqs. 15 – 18 are specified in the nomenclature. The system of differential equations, Eqs. 15 – 18 ,
is obvious an approximation to the true system. According to the discussion in Section 2, the system is formulated in terms
of stochastic differential equations, yielding the linear state space description

dXsAXd tqBUd tqdW, 19Ž .

YsCXqDUqe. 20Ž .

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Eqs. 15 – 18 written matrix form, Eqs. 19 and 20 , becomes

Ž .21
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Ž .22

6. Results

In this section the model performance is presented. The model parameters are estimated using the ML method and
building performance data. The applied data covers the period of 17 days from the test building as discussed in Section 4.
Before estimating the parameters, the data has been subsampled to a sampling time of 10 min. This sampling time is chosen
based on the a priori estimate of the smallest time constant, which is 20 min, along with Shannon’s theorem.

By using the modelling procedure discussed in Section 2 it is found that the radiator power in the test rooms have to be
modelled differently due to different excitation of the input variables. It is found that the diffuse solar radiation on the
northern side of the test building does not influence the heat dynamics in the northern test room significantly. Contrary, the
solar radiation on the southern side of the test building has a major impact on the heat dynamics in the southern test room. It
is found that only the air temperature is directly affected by solar radiation, i.e., the estimate of the fraction p is zero. Due
to the fact that the radiators in the test rooms are controlled by thermostatic valves, the radiator power and the solar

Ž .radiation are strongly correlated. This implies that Eq. 13 is suitable in modelling the radiator power in the northern test
Ž . Ž .room while Eqs. 12 and 14 are found adequate in the southern test room. The estimates and standard deviations of the

remaining model parameters of the model are shown in Table 1.
Ž . Ž .It should be noted that only the thermal equivalent parameters of the model Eqs. 15 – 18 , which are found significant,

are tabulated. The parameters values seems reasonable compared to their expected values. However, the estimated values of
the capacity of the indoor air are quite large. This can be explained by the fact, that not only the capacity of the air is
modelled, but also the heat capacity of the interior in the test rooms and probably the inner part of the walls, as also

w xreported in Ref. 3 . From that point of view, the estimates seem very reasonable and indicates in that the model
parameterization is suitable. Furthermore, the estimates of the time constants, t are calculated by the eigenvalues, l of theˆi i

system matrix A, i.e., t sy1rl . The estimated time constants, t , are listed in Table 2. These estimates are close to theirˆ ˆi i i

expected values. The heat dynamics of the air is fast compared to the slow heat dynamics of the floor, which was expected.
The model residuals have been analyzed to test if the residuals from the model can be accepted as being white noise. If

this is the case, the model describes all the information given in the measurements. Test for white noise is applied through
Ž . Ž .estimation of the cumulated periodogram Eq. 23 and the autocorrelation function Eq. 24

j ˆÝ I ÕŽ .is1 i
Ĉ Õ s 23Ž . Ž .j Nr2 ˆÝ I ÕŽ .is1 i

Table 1
Ž . Ž .Parameter estimates of the model Eqs. 15 – 18

Symbol Estimate Unit Standard deviation

Ž .B 12.65 kJr K h 0.60u,s
Ž .B 32.39 kJr K h 0.93b
Ž .B 38.95 kJr K h 0.91n
Ž .B 542.18 kJr K h 11.65a,s
Ž .B 28.35 kJr K h 0.25u,n
Ž .B 624.34 kJr K h 1.91a,n

C 421.28 kJrK 7.76i,s

C 1531.85 kJrK 67.46a,s

C 810.19 kJrK 15.75i,n

C 3314.74 kJrK 180.02a,n
2A 1.67 m 0.02e,s
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Table 2
Estimated time constants

Northern room Southern room Unit

t 25 42 minair

t 23 26 hfloor

ˆwhere I equals:
2 2N N1 1

Î Õ s ´ t cos 2p Õ t q ´ t sin 2p Õ t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i iž / ž /N Nts1 ts1

< <Ny k1
< <r k s ´ t y´ ´ tq k y´ , 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .Ý m m2Nŝ́ ts1

where ´ denotes the prediction error or residual at time t. Hence, the residuals are analyzed in both the frequency and timet

domain. The predicted states and the equivalent measurements cannot be distinguished in a graph, and is therefor not
Ž . Ž .plotted. However, the statistical tests, Eqs. 23 and 24 may be shown visually. In Fig. 10 the residuals from each test

room are compared with the approximated 95% interval of significance. The statistical tests show, that the residuals of each
test room can be regarded as white noise. This implies that the model order is sufficient. Finally, a simulation performance
of the model using the estimated parameters is shown in Fig. 11. Considering that the temperatures were measured with an
accuracy of 0.258C and that the maximum difference between the simulated and measured temperatures, i.e., the simulation
error, is 0.408C during the period of 17 days, the simulation performance is considered excellent.

7. Conclusion

In this paper a lumped parameter model describing the heat dynamics of a residential like building has been proposed.
The selected modelling method was the grey box modelling approach, i.e., the model was kept in a stochastic framework
and the model structure was identified using both information from building performance data as well as known thermal
properties. The model was formulated as a system of stochastic differential equations and statistic methods were applied for
identifying, estimating and validating the model.

The heat dynamics in two test rooms were modelled. The two test rooms were facing opposite directions, north and
south, respectively, and were hereby very differently affected by the solar radiation. Each test room was divided into two
thermal zones in order to model both the short term and the long term variations. Furthermore, submodels for the radiator
power and the solar radiation were presented. Finally, a linear state space model was formulated, in terms of stochastic
differential equations.

Fig. 10. Residual analysis of the prediction error. Top: cumulated periodogram for the residuals of the southern air temperature. Bottom: autocorrelation
function for the residuals of the northern air temperature. In both cases, the residuals can be assumed to be white noise.
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Fig. 11. Simulation performance during 17 days. Top: simulation performance of the air temperature in the southern test room. Bottom: simulation
performance of the air temperature in the northern test room.

The model parameters were estimated using a ML method. Through statistical tests and physical interpretation of the
system, it was argued, that the model gives a good description of the heat dynamics of the considered building. Different
models for the radiator power were found suitable in each test room due to the very different influence from the solar
radiation on the northern and southern side of the building, respectively. Furthermore the radiator power, which was
controlled by thermostatic valves, were strongly correlated with the solar radiation and affected the choice of radiator
models. The estimated parameters seemed reasonable compared to the expected values of the equivalent thermal
components. Furthermore, the residuals from the model could be accepted as being white noise, which indicated that the
model describes all the variation in the data. Finally, it was shown that the model was able to simulate the system with a
very high accuracy.

8. Nomenclature

Symbol Unit
Model states T Air temperature, room A 8Ci,s s

T Floor temperature, room A 8Ca,s s

T Air temperature, room A 8Ci,n n

T Floor temperature, room A 8Ca,n n

Model inputs T Air temperature, room B 8Cb

T Outside air temperature on the southern side 8Cu,s

T Outside air temperature on the northern side 8Cu,n
2I Solar radiation at the southern side Wrms
2I Solar radiation at the northern side Wrmn

F Power from radiator, room A Wr,s s

F Power from radiator, room A Wr,n n

F Power from EC-unit, room A WEC n
2Model parameters A Effective window area facing south me,s
2A Effective window area facing north me,n
Ž .B Conductivity coefficient from room A to the outside kJr K hu,s s
Ž .B Conductivity coefficient from room A to the outside kJr K hu,n n
Ž .B Conductivity coefficient from room A and A to room B kJr K hb s n
Ž .B Conductivity coefficient from room A to A kJr K hn s n
Ž .B Conductivity coefficient from the air to the floor, room A kJr K ha,s s
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Ž .B Conductivity coefficient from the air to the floor, room A kJr K ha,n n

C Heat capacity of the air, room A kJrKi,s s

C Heat capacity of the floor, room A MJrKa,s s

C Heat capacity of the air, room A kJrKi,n n

C Heat capacity of the floor, room A MJrKa,n n

p Fraction of solar radiation transmitted to the floor, room A –s s

p Fraction of solar radiation transmitted to the floor, room A –n n

e Measurement error 8CŽP.
dw System error 8CŽP.

Model outputs Y Air temperature, room A 8C1 s

Y Air temperature, room A 8C2 n
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